Introduction
All kinds of interactions (except nuclear reactions) in the energy range from 10 9 eV down to, nominally, 50 eV (covered by the database) Implements the most accurate physical models available (limited only by the required generality)
Simulates electrons and positrons (tunable mixed scheme) and photons (detailed, interaction by interaction)
Simulates fluorescent radiation from K, L and M-shells Includes a flexible geometry package (constructive quadric geometry)
Electron and positron transport in external magnetic and electric fields (in matter)
Main features
The calculation time to obtain a given statistical accuracy is proportional to 1/² Q . The efficiency can be increased (and T decreased) by using variance-reduction techniques PENELOPE implements three elementary techniques that are safe (i.e. they keep the simulation results unbiased):
--particle splitting, --Russian roulette, and --interaction forcing (or method of weights)
A convenient figure of merit to measure the performance of a MC algorithm for computing a quantity Q is the efficiency
Variance reduction
Interaction forcing alone renders EPMA (detailed) simulations feasible where σ Q /Q is the relative (statistical) uncertainty and T is the calculation time (on a given computer).
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Versatile enough to describe many real objects, Fast analytical calculation of intersections (quadratic equation) No programming work is required. The program provides a complete description of electron transport and x-ray generation (including fluorescence)
You can define the energy, direction and position of the electron beam
The geometry of the sample (and its environment) is defined by using PENGEOM
PENEPMA implements interaction forcing
Allows the simulation of up to 25 photon detectors simultaneously
Provides the x-ray spectrum for each detector, as well as the spectrum of characteristic x-rays (with the fluorescence contribution given separately)
PENEPMA: simulation of EPMA spectra
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Geometry and detectors
Detectors are assumed to be ideal. Convolution with the detector's response function is required to compare with measured spectra 
Final installation steps
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Structure of the main program main program
PENELOPE PENGEOM PENVARED TIMER
The communication between the main program and the simulation routines is through a few common blocks
The user must provide a steering main program that generates the initial states of primary particles, controls the evolution of the simulated tracks and keeps score of relevant quantities.
All real variables are double precision and integers are all integer*4 NOTE: the generic main program penmain can handle a wide variety of problems, but yours may require some special treatment ... (5) KPAR ... kind of particle (1=electron, 2=photon, 3=positron) E ... current particle's energy (eV) X,Y,Z ... position coordinates (cm) U,V,W ... direction cosines WGHT ... particle's weight (used only with variance reduction) IBODY ... index of body where the particle is moving MAT ... corresponding material ILB(5)... describes origin of secondary particles (pp. 215-216) Most of the information flux between the main program and the simulation and geometry subroutines is through the common block which contains the following quantities:
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COMMON/TRACK/E,X,Y,Z,U,V,W,WGHT,KPAR,IBODY,MAT,ILB
To start the simulation of a particle, its initial state variables must be set by the main program. PENELOPE modifies the energy and direction cosines only when the particle undergoes an interaction. The position coordinates are updated by PENGEOM.
In the I/O of the PENELOPE and PENGEOM routines, all energies are in eV and all lengths are in cm ... Cutoff energy loss of hard bremsstrahlung emission
COMMON/RSEED/ISEED1,ISEED2
The simulation parameters, which are needed to initialize PENELOPE, are provided through the common block
For each material MAT the required parameters are NOTE: The number label of each material is determined by its position in the input material-data file.
To allow repeatability of the simulation, the seeds of the random-number generator (L'Ecuyer) are specified by the main program.
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SUBROUTINE PEINIT(EPMAX,NMAT,IRD,IWR,INFO)
Reads material data file and prepares tables to be used in simulation 
SUBROUTINE JUMP(DSMAX,DS)
Determines the distance DS to the next interaction DSMAX ... input, maximum allowed path length for electrons and positrons. Recommended: < body "thickness"/10 DS ... output, actual distance to travel
SUBROUTINE START
Forces next interaction to be a soft one; it also verifies that E>EABS. Must be called before starting a new particle (primary or secondary) and after each interface crossing.
SUBROUTINE CLEANS
Initializes the secondary stack (sets NSEC=0) Must be called before starting the simulation of a new primary particle
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SUBROUTINE KNOCK(DE,ICOL)
Simulates the next interaction event and modifies the state variables in common TRACK (energy and direction)
SUBROUTINE SECPAR(LEFT)
This subroutine delivers the initial state of a secondary particle produced during the previous simulation of the shower. This particle is removed from the secondary stack LEFT ... output, number of particles in secondary stack at calling time.
When LEFT=0, the simulation of the shower is completed.
ILB(1)
... generation of the particle (1=primary, 2=direct descendants, ...) ILB(2) ... kind KPAR of the parent particle, only if ILB(1)>1 ILB(3) ... Interaction mechanism ICOL that originated the particle ILB(4) ... , when applicable ILB(5) ... can be defined by the user; it is transferred to all descendants of the particle
COMMON/TRACK/E,X,Y,Z,U,V,W,WGHT,KPAR,IBODY,MAT,ILB(5)
The particle state variables are directly loaded in Stores the initial state of a new particle in the secondary stack. The input arguments are the state variables of the particle and the array of labels ILB. The variables IBODY and MAT are read from common TRACK Used for particle splitting
FUNCTION RAND(DUMMY)
Random number generator. The 'seeds' ISEED1 and ISEED2 must be initialized in the main program and transferred through the named common block /RSEED/ (to be declared as an external function in each subprogram that uses it)
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SUBROUTINE GEOMIN(PARINP,NPINP,NMAT,NBOD,IRD,IWR)
Reads geometry data from the input file, initializes the geometry package and prints the files geometry.rep and pengeom-tree.rep
SUBROUTINE LOCATE
Determines the body IBODY that contains a point of coordinates (X,Y,Z) and its material MAT (values delivered though common TRACK)
SUBROUTINE STEP(DS,DSEF,NCROSS)
Performs the geometrical part of the track simulation. 
Practical simulation
Prepare your geometry definition file. Check that the geometry is properly defined using the viewing-debugging programs gview2d and gview3d Run the program material to generate the material data file. It must include all the materials present in your geometry, in the order assumed in the geometry definition file Edit the penmain input file. Assign tentative values to the simulation parameters for each material Perform preliminary short simulations, and check that the results do make sense Consider the possibility of applying variance reduction techniques Run the simulation. Make sure that statistical uncertainties are small enough Let's assume that your problem can be solved by using the example main program penmain Physics routines determine the distance that the particle would travel (in an infinite medium) Geometry routines move the particle and stop it when the trajectory intersects an interface
Tracking particles through complex geometries
The job of geometry routines
Determine where (body and material) is the particle Move particles along straight trajectories Find intersections with the surfaces that limit the body Determine the body and material after the interface
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A surface divides the space into three mutually exclusive regions: 1) Φ(r) = 0 → the surface itself 2) Φ(r) > 0 → "outside", side pointer = +1 3) Φ(r) < 0 → "inside" , side pointer = -1
The "side pointer" of a region is not an absolute property. The eq. -Φ(r) = 0 defines the same surface but with the inner and outer regions exchanged 1 Φ(x,y,z) = 0
Quadric surfaces
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Intersection of the (straight) trajectory of a particle, , with a surface Φ(r) = 0. The path length s is determined by solving the equation Reduced form (the kind of surface is defined by its indices)
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Non-planar quadrics in reduced form
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Syntax 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 SURFACE ( 1) reduced form INDICES= ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 Genealogical tree modules (may have descendants, or not) bodies
----------------------------------------------------------------
To speed up the simulation, each module should have a small number of daughters (small number of branches in each node). With a properly defined genealogical tree, simulation speed is almost independent of the complexity of the geometry. 
Genealogical tree
Enclosure: The whole geometry is assumed to be contained within a sphere of 10 7 cm radius (root module).
Bodies that extend beyond the enclosure are "truncated" KDET(KB)is initialised to zero. Body KB is made part of impact detector IDET by setting KDET(KB)=IDET (in main program). When particles enter body KB coming from a body that is not part of detector IDET, they are halted at the surface of the active body and control is returned to the main program.
Thus, detector surfaces are made visible from the main program.
Impact detectors are useful for visualising bodies (GVIEW2D), for simulating real detectors and for generating phase-space files (PENMAIN).
Impact detectors
To avoid being caught in an endless loop, STEP does not leave the particle exactly on the surface, but some 10 -8 cm farther.
Consequently, geometrical details smaller than ~10 -7 cm (i.e. 10 Å) are not guaranteed to be described correctly.
PENGEOM admits up to 10,000 surfaces and 5000 bodies (and modules). The maximum number of bodies in a module or the number of surfaces defining a body is set to 250. These parameters can be changed by editing the source file pengeom.f (but with extreme care!).
Note that the speed of the simulation depends strongly on the structure of the genealogical tree. The responsibility of setting it appropriately rests with the user.
Limitations of PENGEOM
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Repetitive structure
Example of "optimized" modular tree
Each step duplicates the existing tree and adds a common root module
